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ABSTRACT 
 
Mashups, Web applications integrating data and functionality from other Web sources to provide a new service, have quickly 
become ubiquitous. Because of their role as a focal point in three important trends (Web 2.0, situational software applications, 
and end user development), mashups are a crucial emerging technology for information systems education. This paper 
describes the result of a pilot experiment of an open-ended mashup assignment using an end user Web-based visual 
development environment: Yahoo’s Pipes. Surveys, qualitative analysis, peer evaluations, and comparative analysis were used 
to assess the assignment. Initial results indicated that the assignment was effective, well received, and cost efficient. Students 
found it to be useful, interesting, appropriate, and of the right level of difficulty. They gained the needed expertise in mashups 
and Yahoo’s Pipes within a short period of time. They developed mashup applications with the expected degree of 
complexity, maturity, and innovativeness. There were no logistical bottlenecks and grading the open-ended assignment 
appeared to be consistent among the instructor and peers. The peer evaluations were perceived by students as very useful, even 
more so than the actual mashup development. Although Yahoo’s Pipes were in general well received, its limitations, such as 
the lack of programming capability, created some minor issues and changed the designs of some mashups slightly. IS 
educators interesting in integrating open-ended mashup assignments into their courses may consider including a robust peer 
evaluation component and selecting a mashup development environment that matches the assignment goals. 
 
Keywords: Mashup, Web 2.0, situational software applications, end user programming, end user programming environment, 
Yahoo’s Pipes, IS assignments, peer evaluations 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Mashups are Web applications that combine data or 
functionality from other Web sources into a new and 
integrated service (Wikipedia 2009a, Yu et al. 2008, Zang 
and Rosson 2008). They are expected to be developed 
quickly using open data sources or Application Programming 
Interfaces (API) (Zang and Rosson 2008). Their rapid initial 
successes, especially in using Google Map API, quickly 
fueled phenomenal development and adoption. Mashup “has 
become one of the hottest buzzwords in the Web application 
development area” (Yu et al. 2008). For example, the 
website programmableWeb (2009), which tracks mashups 
and related open APIs, recorded 4,254 mashups and 1,425 
APIs. It also reported an increase of three mashups every day 
on the average.  

The importance of mashups is not only in its ubiquity. It 
is also a focal point of three interlinked major trends in 
information systems: Web 2.0, situational software 
applications, and end user programming. 

Since coined in 2004, Web 2.0 (O’Reilly 2005) has 
already become a household term. The pervasiveness of 
representative Web 2.0 applications, such as Facebook, 
Flickr, Twitter, Google Docs, and YouTube, ensures that the 

term has become a fundamental lexicon for the modern 
society. Besides being used universally, Web 2.0 also deeply 
influences nearly every facet of our lives: culture, education, 
business, technology, etc (Kim et al. 2009). 

In particular, the importance of Web 2.0 cannot be 
underestimated in IS education. The Journal of Information 
Systems Education recently devoted a special issue with 
twelve papers on the effective uses of different Web 2.0 
technologies, including blog, wiki, podcast, social network 
and virtual world, in IS education (Harris & Rea 2009). 
However, the impact of Web 2.0 is even deeper than the 
proper integration of Web 2.0 technologies into IS learning 
and teaching. Equally importantly, Web 2.0 profoundly 
affects core components of the subject knowledge of IS 
education: how software are conceived, planned, specified, 
designed, developed, updated, and used. Web 2.0 techniques, 
architectures, tools, standards, software development 
methodologies, design patterns, and project management 
approaches should be studied and assimilated into IS 
curriculum to complement the existing set of methodologies. 

From this perspective, mashups are exemplary as an 
embodiment of Web 2.0 ideals (O’Reilly 2005, Kim et al. 
2009). Mashups are highly popular and they frequently use 
Web 2.0 technologies such as AJAX, XML, RSS, JSON, 
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Open APIs, and Web data sources (Kim et al. 2009). Their 
application areas are diverse and closely associated with key 
Web 2.0 application domains such as social networks. Their 
development methodologies are representative of Web 2.0: 
rapid development and modification, crowd sourcing, 
extensive use of open standards and APIs, etc. Thus, 
mashups are excellent pedagogical vehicles for Web 2.0. 

The second closely related trend is the proliferation of 
situational applications (SA), which loosely refer to 
applications built for addressing a particular situation, 
problem, or challenge (Cherbakov et al. 2007). Wikipedia 
(2009b) defines them to be “’good enough’ software created 
for a narrow group of users with a unique set of needs.” The 
application may be used specifically for a given task of a 
small social group (Shirky 2004), an enterprise business 
problem (Cherbakov et al. 2007), or any targeted situations. 
SAs are very useful because of their custom-made nature for 
particular situations. However, with limited user size, 
functionality, scope, and life-span, SAs can only be cost 
effective if their development cost is low enough. Until 
recently, this cost and benefit consideration did not favor 
SAs. Developing SA was just very expensive. The cost 
effectiveness balance had recently changed to largely favor 
SAs as their development cost was substantially lowered. 
Cherbakov (2007) listed eight contributing factors to the 
rapid rise of the popularity of Web-based SAs. These factors 
include general advances in the computing world: lower 
infrastructure costs, and advances in general computer 
literacy. They also include changes in the business world: 
increased requirements for business agility. However, the 
majority of these factors are related to the progress of Web 
2.0: introduction of Web 2.0 technologies, Service-Oriented 
Architecture adoption, acceptance of community-based 
computing and collaboration, proliferation of APIs and Web 
components, and availability of numerous mashups and SAs 
in the public domain. 

The rapid swelling of SAs represents special challenges 
to IS educations since SAs are quite different from 
traditional IS applications. SAs are supposed to be 
constructed in a quick-but-not-necessarily-dirty way in 
which simplicity, usability and accessibility are more 
important than function completeness and extensibility (Yu 
et al. 2008). Traditional component-based IS methodologies 
target professional software developers and do not 
necessarily work well with this new breed of applications 
which may be best developed by domain experts, not 
programmers (Cherbakov et al. 2007). From the perspective 
of SA, mashups are crucial. The purposes of the majority of 
mashup applications are mostly situational. In fact, Yu et al. 
(2008) stated that “mashup development differs from 
traditional component-based application development mainly 
in that mashups typically serve a specific situational (short-
lived) need and are composed of the latest, easy-to-use Web 
technologies.” Conversely speaking, a large class of SAs is 
Web-based and many Web-based SAs are mashups. Since 
mashups are interesting to many students, using them to 
introduce SAs into IS curriculum can be effective. 

The third closely related trend is the ascension of end 
user programming and its development environment (Myer 
et al. 2006). In end user programming, software is driven, 
modeled, and developed by end users and not traditional 
programmers. End user programming is especially crucial 

for SAs since end users are domain experts of the situations 
and they know the business logic well to develop the 
software within the required short development life-cycle. 
Thus, Cherbakov et al. (2007) indicated that the new breed 
of SAs, “often developed by amateur programmers in an 
iterative and collaborative way, shortens the traditional edit-
compile-test-run development life cycle.” 

This vast expansion of software developers to include a 
large class of end users resonate well with the underlying 
Web 2.0 concepts of community participation, crowd 
sourcing, and especially mass amateurization (O’Reilly 
2005). Shirky (2004) compared the software development 
movement from programmers (experts) to end users 
(amateurs) with similar and inevitable movement in typing 
from secretaries (experts) to everyone (amateurs). However, 
software development is much more complicated than 
typing. Thus, the development of feature rich, easy to use, 
and domain-specific end user programming environments is 
crucial for the mass amateurization of programming. 

Early mashup development, such as those involving 
Google Map API, was programming intensive. They were 
designed and developed by traditional programmers. More 
recently, much attention was devoted to end user 
programming environments for quick mashup development 
by non-programmers (Beletski 2008). Major companies 
provided Web-based mashup development platforms to 
encourage experimentation. Examples include Yahoo’s Pipes 
(Yahoo 2009a), Google Mashup Editor (Google 2009), 
Microsoft’s Popfly (Microsoft 2009), IBM’s Damia (IBM 
2009), and Intel’s Mashmaker (Intel 2009). These tools 
provide easy to use visual environments for supporting to 
various degrees the different tasks of mashup development: 
identifying data sources, retrieving and parsing data from 
sources, and assembling data to create the desirable output of 
the mashups. Although not all of these efforts survived in 
standalone forms, their results were frequently absorbed into 
other main products.  

It can be argued that the innovation of end user mashup 
development environment is at least as intensive in 
academia. Many end user programming environment 
prototypes have been built in academia based on different 
paradigms such as flowcharts, trees, and spreadsheets 
(Beletski 2008, Wang et al 2009). Examples include 
Marmite (Wong and Hong 2007), d.mix (Hartman et al. 
2007), Mashroom (Wang et al. 2009), and Mashlight 
(Albinola et al. 2009). The vast interest in mashups and the 
subsequent innovation in mashup development tools are thus 
important drivers of the commercialization and research of 
end user programming. Mashups are in the forefront of end 
user programming. From this perspective, mashups are ideal 
for introducing end user programming and its environments 
into IS curriculum. 

In summary, mashups are a crucial emerging 
technology at the center of three important IS trends and they 
are primed to be integrated into IS education. Although there 
are plenty of works on the uses of mashups in education, 
there is a lack of studies on mashup development in IS 
education. The purpose of this paper is thus to contribute in 
filling this gap by describing our experience gained through 
a pilot experiment on an open-ended graduate mashup 
assignment with peer evaluations using Yahoo’s Pipes. 
Students were allowed to develop mashups of their own 
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choices in the open-ended project. We attempted to answer 
six questions that are probably interesting to like-minded IS 
educators: 

1. Would the students be able to overcome the initial 
learning curve of the mashup development 
environment quick enough? 

2. Would students be receptive to a mashup 
assignment in which no programming is needed? 

3. Were open-ended mashup assignments interesting, 
useful and appropriate to the students? 

4. Would the open-ended mashup assignment possess 
reasonably degrees of substance and complexity? 

5. Could grading of such open-ended mashup 
projects be consistent? 

6. Were peer evaluations valuable, and should they 
be included as an effective part of a mashup 
assignment? 

The remainder of this paper is organized in the 
following manner. Section 2 provides background 
information about Yahoo’s Pipes and why it was selected. 
Section 3 describes the experimentation setup, delineating 
the assignments, peer evaluations and surveys. Section 4 
discusses the results of the experiment. We draw our 
conclusions in Section 5. Appendices are listed in Section 6. 
 

2. YAHOO’s PIPES 
 
According to Yahoo (2009a), “Pipes is a free online service 
that lets you remix popular feed types and create data 
mashups using a visual editor.” Pipes use a flowchart 
approach for building mashups (Wang et al. 2009) in which 
the Web-based visual editor provides developers a canvas to 
drag, drop and use preconfigured Pipes modules to compose 
the mashup. Yahoo (2009b) currently provides 53 modules 
in nine categories: Data Sources, User Input, Operator, URL, 
String, Date, Location, Number and Deprecated. Each 
module serves a single function and output from one module 
can be wired as an input to another module. The pipes of 
chained modules are eventually fed into an output module 
for deployment in the Yahoo’s Pipes site, which hosts tens of 
thousands of Pipes. As an example, Figure 1 shows a basic 
Pipes mashup for depicting current weather information of a 
user specified weather station ID, such as KRIC at 
Richmond International Airport, in a map. 

 
Figure 1. A Basic Weather Information Pipes Mashup 

The internal Pipes layout for the basic weather mashup 
looks like a flowchart and is shown in Figure 2. Weather 
station id is obtained from the user using a User Input 
module (module #1) to construct a string with a String 
Builder module (module #2), which is then used to compose 
an URL (module #3). The URL is used to fetch the weather 
information in a custom-designed XML format from 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's 
National Weather Service (2009) (module #4) The geo-
location of the retrieved XML weather information is 
determined using a Location Extractor module (module #5). 
Since the mashup output format is Really Simple 
Syndication (RSS 2009), selected key elements are copied 
and renamed from the input XML content using a Rename 
module (module #6). In particular, the <description> output 
RSS element is prepared by using regular expressions in the 
Regex module (module #7) so that it can be used as the 
content of the map’s popup window. The RSS output is then 
fed to the Pipe Output module (module #8). On executing the 
mashup, Yahoo’s Pipes determines the existence of geo-
location information and automatic displays a Yahoo’s map 
for the mashup. 
 

 
Figure 2. Layout of the Basic Weather Pipes Mashup 

 
It can be seen that no programming is involved in the 

construction of the mashup. The use of regular expressions 
amounts to one of the more stringent expertise required for 
Pipes development. Thus, Yahoo’s Pipes fits the description 
of end user development well. After studying similar 
commercial mashup tools briefly, we eventually selected 
Yahoo’s Pipes for our assignment. Unlike other enterprise 
mashup application products, Yahoo’s Pipes is free. It is 
reasonably popular, with tens of thousands of Pipes hosted. 
The learning curve appears to be acceptable. Its visual editor 
is a purer end user programming environment as 
programming is not even supported. We were interested in 
investigating how students response to such a purer system. 
 

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP 
 
The graduate course XML Applications Development in our 
university is usually taken by majors of Computer 
Information Systems, Software Engineering and Computer 
Science. The course provides an overview of XML standards 
and technologies, including XML, XML servers, XML 
editors, XML databases, Document Type Definition (DTD), 
XML Schema, XML parsing using Document Object Model 
(DOM) and Simple API with XML (SAX), XML Style Sheet 
(XSL), XSL-Transformation (XSLT), and XQuery.  
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We conducted our experiment in a nine week course 
during the summer semester of 2009. The students were 
required to complete five homework assignments. One 
assignment was a brief term paper in an approved XML 
topic. The other homework assignments involved software 
development using XML parsers, remote data sources, and 
XSLT. The Yahoo’s Pipes assignment was the third 
homework assignment and thus represented about one fifth 
of the student work. 

The first assignment asked the students to develop a 
simple XML server to serve news information on a user 
specified topic in a predefined XML format. The original 
news headings were obtained and extracted from two 
different data sources in RSS 2.0 (which is in XML format) 
and Comma Separated Value (CSV) respectively. Thus, 
although the concept of mashup had not formally been 
introduced in the class before the Pipes assignment, students 
already gained experience in integrating remote data sources 
for situational applications. 

The Yahoo’s Pipes Mashup assignment had two phases. 
In the first phase, students were required to design and 
implement a Yahoo’s Pipes application of their choices, with 
the emphasis that the application should be innovative, 
useful, and significant. There was no restriction on the nature 
and application areas of the Pipes applications. We decided 
early on that open-ended projects were more appropriate for 
mashup applications. After all, mashups are ideal for open 
innovation by mixing publicly available data sources. 
Furthermore, if every student worked on the same Pipes 
application, plagiarism can be an issue since Pipes is 
searchable and its internal layout is public. However, grading 
would be more difficult for open-ended assignments and we 
included mechanism to investigate whether grading could be 
consistent. The result will be discussed later in the paper. 

The students also needed to turn in a report on their 
Pipes applications with five sections: 

1. Data sources used 
2. Data extraction and processing procedure 
3. Yahoo’s Pipes modules used 
4. Screenshots 
5. Discussion 
The discussion section included three sub-sections: 

difficulties encountered, Pipes experience gained, and 
mashup experience gained.  

After the completion of the first phase, each student was 
asked in the second phase to evaluate five randomly selected 
peer applications using a standard template (Appendix 1). 
They rated their peer work on a Likert scale from 1 (worst) 
to 5 (best) and provided the rationale for the ratings on five 
aspects of the applications: innovativeness, usefulness, 
interestingness, design and implementation, and overall 
applications. Finally, they answered the question; “If you 
were the instructor of this course, what grade will you assign 
(from 0 to 100)? Why?” A broad perspective is crucial for 
successful mashup development. We felt that peer 
evaluations would encourage students to study other mashup 
applications systematically to gain a panorama view. 

To provide the necessary background, a one hour 
lecture on mashup and Yahoo’s Pipes development was 
provided. This included a brief discussion on the definition, 
nature and landscape of mashup development, followed by a 
live demonstration of developing from scratch the basic 

weather Pipes mashup described in Section 2 using the Web-
based Pipes visual editor.  

To gauge students’ initial perception and experience on 
mashups in general, and Yahoo’s Pipes in particular, a 
General Mashup Survey (Appendix 2) and a simple Yahoo’s 
Pipes Survey (Appendix 3) were conducted before the 
lecture. To measure changes in perception, students repeated 
the General Mashup Survey again after they turned in their 
peer evaluations. At this point, students also completed a 
more detailed survey on their Pipes experience on the 
assignment (Appendix 4 Pipes Assignment Survey.) 
 

4. RESULTS 
 
It is important to note that there were only eight students in 
the class so any result of this pilot experiment should be 
considered preliminary. However, interesting perception and 
patterns can already be observed and the initial result is 
promising. 
 
4.1 Yahoo’s Pipes Development 
The Pipes assignment was open in nature with no strict 
guideline on complexity, substance, and areas of 
applications. To analyze the appropriateness of the 
assignments, several characteristics were measured. Table 1 
shows the results obtained by studying the Pipes flowcharts 
and submitted Pipes reports. 
 

Characteristics 
Student Pipes 

Min Avg Max 
C1. # of Yahoo’s data sources 0 0.75 1 

C2. # of other data sources 0 1.63 3 
C3. Total # of data sources 

(C1 + C2) 
1 2.38 4 

C4. # of data feed 1 3.5 7 
C5. # of kinds of Pipe’s 

modules used 
5 10 13 

C6. # of Pipe’s modules 5 18.8 29 
C7. # of user input fields 0 2.13 6 
Table 1. Characteristics of Student Pipes Mashups 

 
The Yahoo’s Pipes editor provides five built-in modules 

for fetching from selected data sources: Yahoo! Search, 
Yahoo! Local, YQL, Google Base and Flickr. They are the 
easiest to use. Characteristic C1 of Table 1 measured the 
number of Yahoo’s data sources used. To use other data 
sources (Characteristic C2), developers need to investigate 
the data format, construct the appropriate URL to fetch the 
source, and parse the content. They are thus more 
complicated. Characteristic C3 sums up C1 and C2. Since a 
mashup can use more than one data feeds (Characteristic C4) 
from the same data source, C4 can be larger than C3. 
Characteristic C5 measures how many of the available 53 
Pipes modules were used. Since each kind of modules could 
be used more than once, the number of Pipes modules used 
(Characteristics C6) could be more than C5. Finally, 
Characteristic C7 measures the number of user input fields. 

We performed a simple comparative analysis on a 
random collection of 20 Yahoo’s Pipes selected from the top 
100 results of searching for the string “*” in the Yahoo’s 
Pipes website. This provides a comparison framework to 
study the relative substance and complexity of the student 
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works. Pipes flowcharts, such as the one shown in Figure 2, 
are public. The selected Pipes were studied to compile Table 
2 as a comparison with the student Pipes. 
 

Characteristics 
Average of 

Student 
Pipes 

Average of 
20 Random 

Pipes 
C1. # Yahoo’s data 

sources 
0.75 0.1 

C2. # Other data sources 1.63 1.7 
C3. Total # of data 

sources 
2.38 1.8 

C4. # of data feed 3.5 1.8 
C5. # of kinds of Pipe’s 

modules used 
10 6.7 

C6. # of Pipe’s modules 18.8 9.25 
C7. # of user input fields 2.13 2.15 

Table 2. Average Characteristic Scorings of Students 
Pipes Compared to Twenty Randomly Selected Yahoo’s 

Pipes 
 

Besides these characteristics, we also tracked whether a 
map was used in the mashup output (Characteristic C8) and 
whether regular expressions (Characteristic C9) were used to 
construct the Pipes flowchart. The results are shown in Table 
3. We reasoned that the use of regular expressions is a good 
indicator of complexity. 
 

Characteristics 
Percentage 

used in 
Student Pipes 

Percentage used 
in Random Pipes 

C8. Use of maps in 
output 

75% 5% 

C9. Use of regular 
expressions 

50% 25% 

Table 3 Use of maps and regular expressions 
 

It can be seen that student Pipes are significantly more 
complicated and substantial than randomly selected Pipes in 
nearly all characteristics. The differences are especially 
prominent in characteristics C1 (# of Yahoo’s data sources), 
C4 (# of data feed), C6 (# of Pipes modules) and C9 (uses of 
regular expressions). More detailed analysis would put the 
average student Pipes in the top quartile of complexity with 
respect to the randomly selected Pipes. The elevated 
complexity is appropriate as the students were developers 
with information systems and computing background 
whereas the expected general authors of Yahoo’s Pipes were 
a mix of end users and developers. The complexity of 
Yahoo’s Pipes mashups is limited by their natures as 
situational applications, and by the restrictions of the Pipes 
platform. Thus, we reasoned that the complexity and 
substance of the homework assignment was appropriate to 
represent one fifth of the student work, even though there 
were no programming activities. 

It is worthy to point out some interesting patterns. The 
randomly selected Yahoo’s Pipes only used 0.1 Yahoo’s data 
sources (Characteristic C1) on the average, as compared to 
0.75 of the student Pipes. It is likely that the tens of 
thousands of Pipes in the Yahoo’s site consumed the mixing 
possibilities of the five built-in Yahoo’s data sources 
quickly. As a result, the majority of Pipes mashups used 
other external data sources. On the other hand, students were 

not asked to study other Pipes before developing their own. 
They were not affected by existing Pipes that used built-in 
Yahoo’s data sources. They might thus tend to use Yahoo’s 
data sources more frequently because of their ease of use. 
Adding an additional phase for evaluating existing mashups 
before actual development may be beneficial for developing 
more unique Pipes, and it will be a target of future study. 

Perhaps the most significant difference was the use of 
maps (75% in student Pipes and 5% in randomly selected 
Pipes). The low percentage of map applications in the 
randomly selected sample is somewhat surprising since it is 
generally agreed that mapping applications account for a 
large percentage of mashups. In fact, early successes of 
mapping applications such as Chicago Crime Map (2009) 
and housingmaps.com (2009) contributed to a large degree to 
the initial popularity of mashups. About 35% of all mashups 
cataloged in the website programmableWeb (2009) were 
tagged as mapping applications. Since our sole classroom 
Pipes demonstration was a mapping mashup, it might skew 
more mapping mashup development and thus student Pipes 
were more in line with the percentage of mapping 
applications recorded in programmableWeb. 

One reason for the relatively low percentage of 
mapping applications in Yahoo’s Pipes might be that many 
authors used them as embedded mashups to extract data lists 
and images for their own websites, blogs or social networks 
through a mechanism called Yahoo’s Badges (Yahoo 
2009c). These embedded mashups are even more situational 
in nature and tend not to use maps a lot. As mashups become 
more ubiquitous, mashups as an embedded component will 
be even more common. Embedded mashups as assignments 
are thus a target of our future study. 
 
4.2 Pipes Reports 
Students turned in reports to accompany their mashup 
applications. The lengths of their reports ranged from a 
minimum of 409 words to 1,626 words, with the average 
being 1,007 words. Overall, they matter-of-factly cataloged 
their mashups in the first four sections: data sources, data 
extraction and processing methods, Pipes modules used, and 
screenshots. On the other hand, the technical discussion in 
the last section displayed much more interesting variety and 
insight. 

The number of technical difficulties delineated in the 
student reports ranged from 0 to 3, with an average of 1.5. 
Table 4 summarizes the categories of technical difficulties 
elaborated. 

 
Technical Problems Counts 
T1. Finding appropriate data sources 3 
T2. Limiting Pipes framework (including module 
library) 

2 

T3. Inadequate Pipes documentation 2 
T4. Getting and parsing appropriate data from data 
sources 

2 

T5. Pipes editor runtime problem 1 
T6. Usage of Pipes modules 1 
T7. Technical problems in the application domain 1 

Table 4. Technical Problems Described in Student 
Reports 
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The main technical difficulties were associated with 
data sources (T1 and T4) and the Yahoo’s Pipes platform 
(T2, T3, T5 and T6). Only one was related to application 
logic (T7). None of these technical problems were 
overwhelming and they were eventually overcome, some 
with ease. In two instances, the original designs changed 
slightly because of problems in data sources and the lack of 
programming capability in Pipes. No students reported that 
the learning curve was too steep. This result suggested that 
the level of difficulties of the assignment might be 
appropriate. 

Students also elaborated on their Pipes experiences, 
which are summarized in Table 5. 
 
Cited Yahoo’s Pipes Merit or Drawback Counts 
P1. Limiting framework (including module 
library) 

4 

P2. Easy development 4 
P3. Decent visual development 3 
P4. Strong capability 3 
P5. Lack of programming capability 3 
P6. Inadequate documentation 1 
P7. Inadequate data sources 1 
Table 5. Pipes Experience Described in Student Reports 
 

Yahoo’s Pipes generally gained rather warm reception 
as an easy-to-use visual mashup platform with strong built-in 
capabilities (P2, P3 and P4 of Table 5). This spoke well for 
its use as the tool for a relatively small assignment. One 
student summarized this well: “The interface is very nice and 
easy to use, and the visualization of the flow of data through 
various functions makes the application not only easy to 
understand but logical and enlightening. I really enjoyed this 
assignment very much.” Another student suggested assigning 
Pipes homework to introductory undergraduate computing 
courses since the visual flowchart can help beginners to 
grasp how data is acquired and processed to generate the 
required output. 

However, not everyone was all rosy about Pipes. 
Limitations of the Pipes platform (P1) and lack of 
programming capability (P5) had been cited to have 
constrained the scope and depth of their Pipes applications. 
One student was especially adamant in the view that the lack 
of programming capability has rendered Pipes “almost 
useless”. Selecting a more flexible mashup with 
programming capability may mitigate these constraints but 
can significantly increase the assignment complexity. For 
example, Joomla (2009), an open source Content 
Management System (CMS), can be regarded as a kind of 
mashup environment where Joomla components using 
different data sources can be mixed to create a web page. 
Yue, et al. (2009) described using Joomla to develop 
domain-specific social network websites with and without 
programming as capstone projects. However, these were 
semester long projects. The effective use of programmable 
end user mashup platforms in relatively short assignments is 
an issue for future study. 
 
4.3 Peer Evaluations 
The purpose of peer evaluations was to spur students to 
carefully study other works to acquire a broader perspective 
on mashups. Creativity does not work in vacuum and 

exposure to diverse ideas on the same subject area facilitates 
innovation. This peer investigation can help students gaining 
insight on mashup patterns (Wong & Hong 2008), which are 
crucial in effective application formulation. Each student 
evaluated five randomly selected peer works using a 
standard template (Appendix 1). Not counting the words in 
the template, the lengths of peer evaluations ranged from a 
minimum of 83 words to 470 words, with the average being 
199.6 words. Thus, each student wrote a total of about 1,000 
words on the average, a reasonable length with respect to the 
nature of the evaluation assignment. Furthermore, qualitative 
analysis of the peer evaluations indicated that students 
provided reasonable level of insight in their comments, many 
of which are parallel to those made by the instructor. 

Table 6 summarizes the average assessment score of the 
peer evaluations in a Likert scale from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). 
The result was not unexpected except for the interesting 
observation that the overall grades were more generous than 
individual quality assessments. 
 

Mashup’s Quality Score (1 to 5) 
Innovativeness 3.83 

Usefulness 3.65 
Interestingness 3.60 

Design and implementation 3.66 
Overall quality 3.85 

Grade (0 to 100) 91.75 
Table 6. Average Peer Evaluation Result 

 
A question we set out to investigate was whether there 

would be consistency in assessing and grading an open-
ended end user development project like ours. To do so, we 
ranked the eight student works using peer evaluations from 1 
to 8. We also ranked the student works using grades assigned 
by the instructor. A preliminary analysis of the correlation of 
these rankings indicated that the instructor and peer 
evaluations were in general in agreement. 

Overall, these preliminary results show that consistent 
assessment of open-ended mashup assignments is attainable 
among different evaluators, especially if the scope and 
methodology are clearly specified. 
 
4.4 Mashup Survey Results 
The same General Mashup Survey (Appendix 2) was 
conducted before and after the assignment. A Yahoo’s Pipes 
background survey (Appendix 3) was also conducted before 
the assignment. In term of background in mashups, no 
student had developed any general mashups application or 
Pipes application beforehand. Before the assignment, the 
average expertise level of mashups experience in a Likert 
scale of 5 (1: know nothing to 5: expert) was reported as 
1.50, with the majority knew nothing about mashups. The 
highest claimed mashup expertise level was 3. This lack of 
experience was even more prominent in Yahoo’s Pipes as 
only one student claimed some cursory prior knowledge. 
After the assignment, the claimed average expertise level 
rose to 3.56, with one student indicated an expert knowledge 
level of 5. This initial lack of prior knowledge and the 
subsequent significant increases in self-perceived expertise 
level suggested that the assignment was both effective and 
appropriate. The learning curve appeared to be reasonable. 
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The changes in average perception on mashup before 
and after the assignment were summarized in Table 7. 
 
Mashup Applications Perception Before After 
Usefulness (1 not useful at all, 3 
neutral, 5 very useful) 

3.86 4.13 

Interestingness (1 not interesting at 
all, 3 neutral, to 5 very interesting). 

4.14 4.13 

Difficulty in development (1 very 
difficult, 3 neutral, to 5 very easy). 

2.75 3.44 

Appropriateness as assignments (1 
not appropriate at all; 3 neutral, to 5 

very appropriate) 

4.43 4.38 

Table 7. Changing Mashup Perception in Survey before 
and after the Assignment 

 
In the two surveys, students maintained the perception 

that mashup applications were interesting and that it was 
very appropriate to use them as assignments. Importantly, 
after the assignment, their perceptions on the usefulness and 
ease of development significantly improved. Both 
observations signified the attractiveness of the assignment 
and the potential of rapid gain in mashup expertise. 
 
4.5 Course Survey Results 
After the assignment, students also completed a course 
survey (Appendix 4) to reflect on course related aspects of 
the assignment. The median student reported to have spent 
about five hours to learn Pipes after the lecture as 
preparation and ten hours to actually develop the mashup 
application. Three students indicated that they were 
immediately ready after the lecture. The longest time 
reported was 40 hours for the whole assignment. This seems 
to be a reasonable amount of time for an assignment of this 
nature. Table 8 summarizes the average perceived 
assignment characteristics. 
 

Assignment Interest-
ingness 

Usefulness Appropriate-
ness 

Part 1 
Development 
and Report 

4.38 3.75 4.00 

Part 2 Peer 
Evaluations 

4.00 4.13 4.13 

Overall 4.25 3.94 4.00 
Table 8 Perceived Assignment Characteristics 

 
Overall, the survey results indicated that the assignment 

was well received. We expected the students to be more 
interested in mashup development than peer evaluations, and 
the survey confirmed this anticipation. Peer evaluations were 
added as a part of the assignment based on their usefulness in 
providing a wide view of the subject matter. We hoped that 
the student might agree to their usefulness, even if they 
might not be as interesting. It turned out that the students 
more than agreed and rated peer evaluations as even more 
useful than mashup development. After spending hours to 
gain insight on their own development, it is likely that the 
students found investigating mashups of different aspiration, 
formulation, designs, approaches, and techniques strongly 
enriched their freshly gained experience. This result thus 

suggested that adding a robust peer evaluation component to 
open-ended assignments may be rather beneficial. 

The remaining results of the course survey are similar to 
the results reported earlier and they are skipped here. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This paper presents our pilot experiment on an open-ended 
mashup assignment using Yahoo’s Pipes. Mashup is a 
crucial emerging technology for IS education and the initial 
result was promising. It indicated that such assignment can 
be cost effective. The preliminary results show positive 
answers to all six questions we set out to investigate. 
Students show no major difficulty in using a visual end user 
programming environment and they gained expertise in 
mashup development quickly. A robust peer evaluation 
component was perceived to be highly useful for the open-
ended project.  

In the future, we would like to expand the experiment in 
several directions. This includes embedded mashups, and the 
use of an alternative mashup development environment that 
allows programming to fit the course goals. The assignment 
setting may also be modified to include a study of existing 
mashups before the actual application development. We 
would consider the addition of some restrictions on the open-
ended project. We would also like to study how mashups can 
effectively be integrated into various IS courses in different 
curricula, such as the model curricula for the undergraduate 
program, IS 2002 (Gorgone et al. 2002), and the graduate 
program, MSIS 2006 (Gorgone et al. 2006). 
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1 Peer Evaluation Template 
Rank the application from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) on the following categories. Provide justification. 
 

1. How do you rate the innovativeness of the application (1 to 5)? Why? 
2. How do you rate the usefulness of the application (1 to 5)? Why? 
3. How do you rate the interestingness of the application (1 to 5)? Why? 
4. How do you rate the design and implementation of the application (1 to 5)? Why? 
5. How do you rate the overall application (1 to 5)? Why? 
6. If you were the instructor of this course, what grade will you assign (from 0 to 100)? Why? 

 
Appendix 2 General Mashup Survey 
Scale: 1 (negative answer) to 5 (positive answer) 

1. How familiar are you with Web Mashup applications? (scale from 1 to 5: 1 know nothing; 3 average; 5: expert). 
2. Have you developed Mashup Applications? Yes or no? If yes, how many Mashup applications have you developed? 
3. How useful do you think Mashup Applications are? (scale from 1 to 5: 1 not useful at all; 3 neutral; 5 very useful). 
4. How interesting do you think Mashup Applications are? (scale from 1 to 5: 1 not interesting at all; 3 neutral; 5 very 

interesting). 
5. How difficult do you think Mashup Applications are? (scale from 1 to 5: 1 very difficult; 3 neutral; 5 very easy). 
6. Do you think Mashup Application development assignments are appropriate for CIS/CS/SWEN students? (scale 

from 1 to 5: 1 not appropriate at all; 3 neutral; 5 very appropriate). 
 
Appendix 3 Yahoo’s Pipes Survey 

1. How familiar are you with Yahoo’s Pipe Mashup applications? (scale from 1 to 5: 1 know nothing to 5: know 
expert). 

2. Have you developed Yahoo’s Pipe Mashup Applications? Yes or No? If yes, how many Yahoo’s Pipe Mashup 
applications have you developed? 

 
Appendix 4 Pipes Assignment Survey 

1. How many hours have you spent on learning Yahoo’s Pipes (not counting working on the assignment)? 
2. How many hours have you spent on the assignment? 
3. In the following table, please rate the interestingness, usefulness and appropriateness of the assignment on the scale 

of 1 to 5, 1 being not interesting, 3 being neutral and 5 being most interesting, etc. 
 

Assignment Interestingness Usefulness Appropriateness 

Part 1 Pipes Development and 
Report 

   

Part 2 Peer Evaluations    

Overall    
 

4. Now that you have completed the assignment, was the assignment more difficult or less difficult than you initially 
thought? (1: much more difficult; 3: about the same; 5 much easier). 

5. What is the most difficult part of your assignment? 
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